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SVGm
P OW ER FAC TOR CORREC T ION

Static var generator for 
power factor correction

→ circutor.com
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The most accurate power factor correction solution.

The SVGm static var generator is a device based on power electronics to 

correct installations with both inductive and capacitive reactive energy 

consumption. Specially designed to instantly compensate by adjusting 

demand in milliseconds, both in balanced and unbalanced systems in 

installations with or without neutral (three or four wires).

This makes the SVGm the ideal solution for use in networks with fast load 

variations where instant correction is required to guarantee a target cos ϕ, 
avoiding any kind of penalty in the electricity bill due to reactive 
consumption.

The SVGm's power factor correction technology, based on the use of 

semiconductors, guarantees the device's correct operation regardless of the 

level of harmonic distortion in the network to which it will be connected, 

guaranteeing no wear on its components.
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SVGm corrects your installation's power 
factor, helping to save energy in two ways.

30 k var 60 k var 100 k var

A complete product family

Connects up to 100 devices in 
parallel, using any combination 
of models, to obtain the power 
required by the installation. Its modular 
system allows expansion in a simple, 
convenient way. 

Its "Master/Slave" system enables all 
devices to be directly controlled from the 
master module, automatically managing 
all its slaves without the need for 
configuration.

Optimises your installation

The power factor correction reduces the current 
flow through the installation's conductors, avoiding 
any overheating and the triggering of protections. 
It also optimizes transformer performance and its 
available power.

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Avoids penalties on the energy bill

Eliminates the utility company's monthly 
surcharge for both inductive and capacitive 
energy.

100 k var

200 k var

300 k var

400 k var
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cosϕ = 1SVGm

Discover all the 
advantages of active 
compensation

Accuracy

Possibility to set a target cos ϕ in a 0.7 inductive 
to 0.7 capacitive range. The unit compensates the 
exact amount of reactive current to achieve the set 
target value. 

Unlike conventional compensation units using 
contactors, no transients occur as the technology is 
not based on the connection of capacitors.

CONNECT

SET-UP

START

Start-up in 
just 3 steps

Avoids any type of penalty 
for both inductive and 
capacitive energy     

Ø injection penalties 
in any type of 
installation

cosϕ = 1

SVGm

Billing meter
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Built-in IGBT 
technology for 
fast power factor 
correction

Immunity and maintenance

SVGm uses power electronics to correct the power 
factor. As there are no passive elements, the device 
can be installed in any type of network with a high 
harmonic current presence without affecting its 
performance.

The SVGm operates without mechanical 
components,  thereby avoiding maintenance and 
replacement of  components.

Remote management

SVGm includes a datalogger for alarm logging and 
storage of basic electrical parameter readouts.

Up to 7 years of data logging stored in its 2 Gb 
memory, ready for download via integrated web 
server.

It features Ethernet connectivity for a comprehensive 
management of the unit, whether locally or remotely; 
to access logs stored on the memory; and to 
configure it and start it up. The web server is 
accessed from any browser, via a mobile device or PC.

Simple, quick installation

The unit starts compensating in just 3 steps. The 
initial configuration can be carried out either 
on-site using the touchscreen or remotely via 
communications.

SVGm

Stored data can be  
easily downloaded

Speed

SVGm operates using the most cutting-edge 
technology. With a response time under 20ms. The 
device is designed to instantly compensate networks 
where consumption is highly variable.

Interaction with the device via touch screen

The status of the compensation and the electrical 
parameters can be displayed on the screen, 
using colour diagrams and graphs for a simplified 
interpretation and an instantaneous reading of the 
unit's operating condition.

HARMONICS

HARMONICS

HARMONICS

SVGmTotally 
immune to 
harmonics

CONTACTORS THYRISTORS IGBT
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The safety of your installation 
is paramount

Safety
 › Automatic power regulation system based on the 

detected temperature, aimed at protecting the unit in 
maximum operating conditions.

 › Auto-diagnosis system guaranteeing a safe start-up. 

 › In the event of fault detection, SVGm will switch 
to safe mode to prevent damage to the device and 
record the alarm in its memory.

 › The ventilation system is adjusted automatically 
according to the temperature detected by its 
sensors.

 › Alarm log queried via screen or communications.

Parallel 
installation of 
up to 100 units

More features 
in smaller 
space

More 
efficient

More 
versatile

More 
silent

More 
compact

Silent even 
at maximum 
power

Efficiency 
above 97%
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References

Applications

› Its characteristics make the SVGm 
a multipurpose device that can 
be installed in a wide range of 
applications, both at an industrial 
level and in the service or 
infrastructure sectors.

› Industrial furnaces, welding 
equipment, electric motors 
with frequency drives, 
telecommunications 
infrastructures, hospitals or 
airports (lifts and escalators), data 
centres, paper industry, electric 
generators...

Description Code System Q (kvar) Maximum 
current (A)

Size mm.   
(width x height x depth)

Wall mount assembly (wall)

SVGm-3WF-030M-480 R4P3M0. 3 wires; 230…480V 30 44 430 x 530 x 178

SVGm-3WF-060M-480 R4P3M1. 3 wires; 230…480V 60 88 430 x 530 x 348

SVGm-3WF-100M-480 R4P3M2. 3 wires; 230…480V 100 145 439 x 745 x 288

SVGm-4WF-030M-400 R4P4M0. 4 wires; 230…400V 20,7 30 430 x 530 x 178

SVGm-4WF-060M-400 R4P4M1. 4 wires; 230…400V 41,4 60 430 x 530 x 348

SVGm-4WF-100M-400 R4P4M2. 4 wires; 230…400V 69 100 439 x 745 x 288

Floor assembly cabinet     

SVGm-3WF-100C-480 R4P3F2. 3 wires; 230…480V 100 145 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-3WF-200C-480 R4P3F3. 3 wires; 230…480V 200 290 608 x 1890x 812

SVGm-3WF-300C-480 R4P3F4. 3 wires; 230…480V 300 435 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-3WF-400C-480 R4P3F5. 3 wires; 230…480V 400 580 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-4WF-100C-400 R4P4F2. 4 wires; 230…400V 69 100 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-4WF-200C-400 R4P4F3. 4 wires; 230…400V 138 200 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-4WF-300C-400 R4P4F4. 4 wires; 230…400V 207 300 608 x 1890 x 812

SVGm-4WF-400C-400 R4P4F5. 4 wires; 230…400V 276 400 608 x 1890 x 812

RACK module for cabinet     

SVGm-3WF-100R-480 R4P3R2. 3 wires; 230…480V 100 145 482.5 x 265.9 x 714.5

SVGm-4WF-100R-400 R4P4R2. 4 wires; 230…400V 69 100 482.5 x 265.9 x 714.5
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AFQm
H A RMONIC F ILT ER ING

Multifunction Active Filter
with multi-level technology

→ circutor.com
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A multiple problem, a solution.

In recent years, substantial growth in the number of electronic devices 
designed to equip our installations has resulted in significant changes 
in the types of loads connected to the power distribution system.

These devices are currently equipped with electronics that in one way or 
another increase the efficiency of the tasks, production processes and 
activities we perform. Everyone uses computers for personal use or for 
processing and controlling production systems with speed drives, air-
conditioning units, lifts that slow down when approaching their destination 
floor, etc. These devices are equipped with rectifiers, modulators, etc., which 
distort the wave shape of the current to achieve their correct operation.

All in all, these devices and units have definitely improved our 
quality of life; however, they also lead to greater contamination 
of our electric system and thus to high levels of harmonics.
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New technologies provide new
advantages, but also new problems
New technological devices that have recently started to be 
used in electrical installations definitely optimise production 
processes in competitive terms, but they also pose new 
problems for electrical networks, whose negative effects 
must be  avoided at all costs. Most of the new devices 
installed nowadays have embedded electronics which cause 
unwanted distortion to power lines, affecting the correct 
functioning of most of the connected equipment.

Further pollution through power lines

More Loads

Problems due to harmonics

Types of loads that generate harmonics:
 › Air-conditioning systems
 › Variable speed drives, converters...
 › Cooling chambers
 › PLC’s
 › Electronic light ballasts (LED)
 › Personal computers (PC's)
 › Pumping stations

Harmonics without AFQm

Harmonics with AFQm
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Problems caused by harmonics
CAUSE EFFECT PROBLEM

Rise of the total current 
harmonic distortion rate 
(THDI %) 

Current increase in conductors 
Temperature increase in conductors 
Possible insulation loss in conductors 
Malfunction in PLC

Premature ageing of the transformer

Economic losses due to 
production downtimes

Unwanted tripping of circuit 
breakers and residual current 
devices

Increase in transformer 
temperature

Decrease in UPS performance

Premature ageing of motors

Power cuts in production lines

Need to expand UPS

Economic losses due to 
production downtimes

Installation extra costs and risk 
of production downtime and 
data loss

The solution: AFQm Active Filters

Lighting
Sub-panel A

Sub-panel B

Main
panel

Sub-panel C

Air conditioning

DPC UPS

Without AFQm With AFQm

Extra costs in maintenance

Extra costs in maintenanceDecrease in motor performance
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Improve all aspects of your installation

3 functions in 1

1. Harmonic filtering

Reduction of harmonic currents up 
to the fiftieth harmonic (2500 Hz). 
Posibility of selection of the harmonic 
frequencies to be filtered in order to 
achieve higher efficiency. 
Response <20 ms

Power factor correction, in both
consumption and generation of
inductive and capacitive currents.
0.7 inductive ... 0.7 capacitive

Current balancing correction, 
improving the phase-to-phase 
consumption of an installation. 
The 4-wire model reduces 
the neutral current.

2. PF correction 3. Phase balancing

Eliminates harmonics to clean 
the installation's waveform.

Helps avoid penalties due to 
reactive power consumption.

Reduces the circulation of neutral 
current, avoiding overheating, 
insulation loss and unwanted tripping.

Easy to install
Various formats:

 › Wall-mounted devices.
 › Enclosure-fitted devices (rack type).
 › For 3-wire networks (up to 400 V) 

or 4-wire networks (up to 480 V).
 › 50 or 60 Hz

Features handles for an easy and quick 
installation and removal of each module.

Integrated communications on the front
of the device to facilitate connectivity.

Three-step commissioning

Commissioning
 › Local configuration via the 

touchscreen, saving time 
during commissioning.

Easier to install
 › Allows installing transformers 

both on the mains side 
and on the load side.

Self-diagnostic system
 › Internal self-diagnostic 

system during commissioning 
guaranteeing perfect operation.

Harmonic selection
 › Individual selection of harmonics 

to be filtered to ensure 
maximum performance.

Priority configurable by the user

CONNECT CONFIGURE START
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Datalogger

Connectivity
Built-in Web ServerPowerStudio Driver

Parameter display
Touchscreen to monitor:

Filter activation status:
 › Powers and harmonic distortion before and after the filter. 

Instantaneous values:
 › Values of voltages and currents; active, reactive and 

apparent power; THDU %, THDI % and cos fi
 › Voltage and current individual harmonics 

(before and after the filter)
 › Phasor diagram
 › Waveform (voltage and current).

All electrical parameters recorded by the filter (per minute) 
are stored by the integrated datalogger for up to 7 years.  
It also allows the log report to be downloaded in 
spreadsheet format.

Real-time, online, website monitoring of instantaneous values.
Data download without requiring any software.
Ethernet: TCP/IP, Modbus TCP.
Remote configuration of the device.

Para Sistemas de Gestión Energética: monitorización de todos 
los parámetros eléctricos, creación de pantallas personalizadas 
para el Filtro Activo.
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Easy to set up

Designed to be safe and intuitive

Current transformer reversal
Solves current transformers' connection 
errors using its touchscreen.

Safe mode
Avoids the filter from connecting automatically 
by setting a minimum start-up current, 
preventing injection when not required.

Escalable
Master / Slave system that allows connecting 
up to 100 filters in parallel managed by a single master.

Save resources by avoiding the installation 
of current transformers for each slave.

Safe
Safe Mode activation in the
event of detecting a fault.

Smart thermal management system:
Adjusts the internal fan speed according to filtering needs.
Adjusts the filtering rating when temperature is above 
the operating limit to ensure the device's life span.

Alarm identification:
Records the last 5 seconds prior to triggering 
an alarm with a recording period of 1 second.

Features an internal protection system that 
avoids start-up in the event of a problem.

Includes an anti-resonance system.
The device avoids operating in resonance frequencies 
(specific harmonics) and continues operating in the rest of the 
spectrum without affecting its operation.

Alarm monitoring from the display for 
easy identification and correction.

Designed according to the IEC- 60730 standard, 
selfdiagnosing the code and hardware executing it.
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